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Host: I would like to first introduce our moderator for today, Don Parker. He is the co-founder of 
Shotgun here at Autodesk. Don has decades of experience and a strong background in production—from 
pipeline to head of production. He has been in this industry for a long time, so he's seen firsthand a lot 
of the issues that get in the way of teams reaching their full potential, and Don is the driving force 
behind the creation of Shotgun. Welcome Don. 

Today we also have Mark Turner, the Project Director of Production Technologies at Movielabs. 
He oversees the programs with the studios and vendors as they're trying to implement this 2030 vision 
for the future of media creation. Mark has over 25 years of experience in media technology and he's 
worked for Fortune 500 companies, as well as smaller organizations—everything from Disney and Dolby 
and Microsoft and TechniColor—which I'm sure we'll get into. He's also a former video game developer 
and has worked on business strategy as well. 

We’re super excited to have you guys both here—you have a ton of industry experience and 
really good insight into what's happening in the industry and the potential it has. We’re excited to get 
into the conversation so I’ll hand it over to you, Don. 

Don Parker: I'm excited about this conversation, excited about the work that Movielabs is doing. To start 
I want to show the mission that you guys have articulated in your whitepaper [The Future of Media 
Creation]. When I read this, I was immediately moved because it's so close to our mission at Shotgun. 
We talk a lot about trying to bring stories alive to inspire and move audiences. When we created 
Shotgun for friends in the industry who were having trouble because there was all sorts of friction 
getting in their way. It's been our life's work, and this is the way that you've articulated your mission—so 
you had me immediately right here. 

You had me at the opening, I'm in. Can you tell us a bit about Movielabs? We'll talk a little bit 
about this project, but just give us some context of the company itself. 

Mark Turner: MovieLabs is a joint venture of all the traditional major Hollywood studios—Paramount, 
Sony, Universal, Walt Disney, and Warner Bros. Its board is made up of the CTOs of the major studios. It 
has 10 years worth of history and a legacy in creating standards and pushing proficiency for distribution 
forwards. So this is the furthest forward we've come in production technology. We’ve done a lot of 
driving consensus around the studios and putting a single vision forward, which is exactly what we're 
doing in this space. 

It’s worth mentioning, our mission is important for this project because we didn't want it to be 
perceived as a technology paper written by technologists expounding a future. The vision is in the paper 
because we're trying to help story creators by using technology better and faster. That's why we want to 
highlight that part at the beginning. This is not a theoretical technology exploration for the sake of 
it—it's all about making people be able to do more, and do it faster. 

Don: I actually hadn't heard much about you all until 12 months ago, but you've been working with the 
major studios for a long time. Is it fair to say then that the voice represented in this paper is shared 
across all the major studios? 
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Mark: It is, yeah. We were asked to do this by the studios, because, especially around the cloud, they've 
all been exploring different paths, and they all have a slightly different approach and with that comes 
uncertainty. It's hard if you're a vendor or a software developer to know with any certainty where your 
major clients are going. 

So the work that we were doing through 2019 and started late 2018 was to come to that 
consensus. What are all the studios trying to get to? Where are they all going? And put out one paper 
which represents their shared vision. There are parts of it that specific studios have a preference on, but 
they all signed off on the paper when we announced it. And the CTO's from all the studios provided 
commentary to point out, "This is what we want to see." We published it because we want the industry 
to have these sorts of revelations and ask How do we make this work? 

What we outline in the paper are principles. We'll come back to them, but they don't specify 
exactly how the technology is going to be done. They are designed to initiate a conversation about how 
we can get there together? Studios, vendors, creators, all striving for this. 

Don: So the paper is all about getting to 2030. It's 2020 now, so we have 10 years. At Shotgun we do 
10-year vision planning, because it's a nice, meaty chunk of time where significant changes can happen. 
I'm curious, why did you guys choose 10 years for this project? 

Mark: We picked it because it's sufficiently far out, where people don't get obsessed about today. If you 
do a two-year vision, or a three year vision, people will obsess about the fact, "Well, is 5G really 
available? Is cloud Storage cheap enough? Are there sufficient CPU's available at scale in all the regions I 
need?" You get stuck in evolution and you can't have a conversation about where we're going. If you 
throw the goal post out far enough—and people don't get stuck in when, exactly, these technologies are 
going to occur at scale and at the right price—we can all assume they're going to be there. 

But you can debate when. The idea of this is not “It's going to take us 10 years to build it.” The 
idea is that there are parts of this that are going to be available this year. And there are parts that will be 
available in two years, five years, 10 years. Overall, the vision we've put out there is that we expect most 
media to be created by 2030. 

Don: I think it was Zuckerberg, maybe, who said, "We overestimate what we can do in two to three 
years but underestimate what can be done in 10 years." I think for everyone listening, I'll just ask you to 
suspend. Because to be honest, when I read it through for the first time—I've read it maybe five 
times—I was in the mindset of How are we going to pull that off? and How are we going to move from 
where we are today to that? I wonder how that's going to work. Let's just imagine 10 years from now 
before we get into the specifics of exactly how we're going to get there. Let's just imagine what could be 
possible—the future that we all want for ourselves, for the industry, for filmmakers. To help us, let’s 
reminiscence about 10 years ago. How much has changed in the last 10 years? 

Mark: iPad just had it's 10-year anniversary this week. iPad's literally done this in 10 years, and now 
tablets are pervasive, and they're the pervasive in our industry on set. 
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Don: iPhone was three years old at that point, so it was just the beginning of that whole revolution. 
We're all talking about 5G now, right? Which we expect will change things quite a bit. It seems about 
every decade a new standard comes out. Sowe'll be talking about 6G, 10 years from now. 

Mark: In 2030, yep. 

Don: Ten years ago Netflix was just a couple years into streaming. They had not, however, done House 
of Cards—that had not happened yet. That happened within the last seven to 10 years. They were not 
just shipping discs anymore, they had their streaming service, but they hadn't really switched to the 
business model we know today. 

Also, AWS was just a couple years old at that point—two to three years old and now, gosh, so 
much is built on top of AWS, including Netflix. A lot can change in 10 years. Let's all imagine, we're 
talking 10 years from now, I think we all want to be on the right side of history and be part of the future 
when it comes to production. 

Mark: The conversations I've had about that 2030 number, if you're a technologist, you look at a lot of 
this stuff and say, "Well we can do better in less time." That's true. Absolutely. Those people are actually 
bold in production—understand that it could easily take us 10 years to get there because what we're 
looking for is change of behavior. It's not just can we get the technology, but how can we broadly adopt 
it. It really depends, if you look at this and think This is imminently achievable, you probably have more 
of a technology brain. If you look at this and think, Well, that's going to be tricky, then you've probably 
worked on production and you know how hard it is to get people to change the way they've been doing 
work. That is slow. We're a very rich, diverse industry and it's going to be incremental changes to get 
some of these more transformative things done. 

PRODUCTION IN THE CLOUD 

Don: So 10 years from now, we're going to imagine a lot of change. You have 10 guiding principles 
grouped into three buckets. Let’s talk through these and summarize some of the core concepts. Let's 
talk about the new cloud foundation first. Can you just set context real quick about this definition of 
cloud before we get into the principles? How do you define cloud? 

Mark: When you say, "cloud" to a lot of people think AWS, Azure, Google Cloud, but we don't want to 
be that prescriptive. We define cloud pretty broadly as basically anything that's accessible from the 
public internet. It could even be an on-prem cloud; the key is that the storage is available. We're seeing 
increasingly a sort of hybrid workplace where people are using cloud compute but they're keeping the 
storage local, or they're using storage in one cloud and they're using compute for others. We want to 
cover those multi-cloud environments and not just assume that everything should be one of the big 
three public cloud providers. It’s pretty fixable, but the key is that you can get to the media from the 
public internet. That's the key to why we have this cloud foundation vibe and you'll see why. 
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Don: Maybe this is a nit picky comment about that. But the public internet, we definitely have clients 
who are doing virtual clouds that's completely sectioned off the public internet to keep it on private 
networks, but that's not what you mean. 

Mark: Private, firewall network, that’s not connected to the internet. We're actually saying, no, we're 
fine with that now. Studios are okay with you plugging in the internet, as long as you get the security 
right. In doing so, the benefits outweigh the negatives. 

Let’s talk through the principles that fall under the cloud. Number one, there are a lot of cloud 
users right now who are just people going into and out of the cloud. They do a better rendering and 
then they bring assets back. Or they're using a review and approval tool and uploading assets for review 
and approval and then pulling them back down again. It's actually not the most efficient way to use a 
cloud. To start, with current business models, there are costs associated with pulling stuff out. It's also 
inefficient to keep uploading stuff and downloading again. 

The first two principles speak to the general premise of when the asset is created to be either a 
from a visual effects vendor, from a camera, or the asset could also be a script. It's placed directly in the 
cloud that first time and every time, and it stays there and does not move. Our industry wastes a 
tremendous amount of time sending files all around the place and copying files from one place to 
another. This is literally days and weeks on a production when they’re incrementally just added up. For 
example: "We're moving this file by this connection next, so you can have a look at it." Now, we've got 
two copies of the file. And now I've got the risk of security breach but I've also got the complication of 
having multiple versions of files floating around the internet. Who's got what copy, who's deleting it, did 
they really delete it? Or the guy that was handling it just left the company. Did he take a copy of it with 
him? Multiple copies are inefficient, slow, and insecure. So we're going to put everything in the cloud.  

And then the applications are going to come to the media—and not the other way around. The 
media in our industry are big files. The fact that we move them—to the artists to the application to the 
storage that's closest to that user—is inherently inefficient. Applications are relatively small and licenses 
are even smaller. We should have applications coming to where the media will be impaired. That implies 
a feature where we create media: We put it in a public queue, accessible storage, and then we can run 
remote desktops with your application against that media. 

You aren't moving the media, you're making a modification to it in storage in the cloud. You can 
have version control. It may be cached closer to a user to make it more addressable for them, but 
they're not getting a copy of it. We're not sending them a copy, having them make edits, and sending it 
back. They're making edits directly on that cloud copy.  

Don: The assumption core to the whole vision, really, is that all the data can be in the cloud and people 
and applications will wrap around it, which would requires us to think What about the cost of machines? 
What about my investment in hardware? What about latency? Am I really going to have a lots of 
cameras generating enormous amounts of data on set today? 
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You and the paper talk about, with a light field set, there'd be hundreds of cameras potentially 
grabbing data. Is literally all of that really going to go right to the cloud versus some near set? 
Uploading? Again, there would have to be some significant changes.  

If we can just assume there is insanely fast internet connection with very low latency on all of 
our phones. So everywhere in all locations, except then even a studio is generating an enormous 
amount of assets, and we've seen the amount of storage that studios are creating. It's increasing and 
increasing. It's terabytes and terabytes.  

Mark: It is an enormous shift. Surely on a large production, we've got a ways to go; but efficiencies will 
come and volume will be driven down the more we use it. We've already started seeing the cloud in the 
major hyper-scale providers putting data centers in the markets where we typically operate as opposed 
to where they normally are next to a hydroelectric power plant somewhere in Oregon. They're actually 
putting data centers closer to where we're doing business because they see the market. And they see 
it's an attractive market which will drive more usage and that will drive down the pricing. 

But five years ago or two years ago even, would the big studios have agreed to this? No. Would 
they've been nervous about even this idea? Yes. Now we're seeing a lot of change to the point that now 
studios are actually advocating for this model and saying, "We think we should get all assets on cloud 
and that will make us more efficient." 

The other thing, when you talk about onset, we are seeing edge compute now. So defining cloud 
as being some big data venture 500 miles away may be too extreme. You may have a little bit of cloud 
on set with you. A little bit of cloud may be doing some pre-processing, maybe doing your proxy 
generation. It may be live streaming from the proxies off of set and managing a trickle upload of the raw 
assets, the background, 24/7. So as you're shooting, stuff is just automatically being processed, indexed 
with AI, and starting its journey in the cloud from this edge, rather than that big thing 500 miles away 
that no one really ever gets to see. You have to be a little bit flexible in what you mean by cloud when 
you think about these concepts. 

Don: If you imagine in an industry that deals mostly with documents, the last 12 years Dropbox 
launched. I think that's shifted how people think of their local files but always having a digital copy in the 
cloud. The progress is always happening constantly. 

The sharing model that you describe here, instead of using the cloud to share or distribute, it's 
already there. So similar to Dropbox, you could just right click and share. It's more about providing 
access. Could something like that happen in our industry? Very, very, heavy, big files where it's just 
always there no matter what. Is that the world you’re envisioning? 

Mark: Yes. And that leads us to distribution and propagation. Mostly now in large media markets, but 
definitely by 10 years, all distribution of media is going to be over the internet. Streaming services, call it 
what you will, are starting a landslide. We would expect that even cinemas will be receiving everything 
over public IP. So the fact that we're starting by making it in the cloud only makes it easier to distribute 
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it. And then distribution becomes all about changing the formations and rights so that people can see 
them. If you've got a finished master and you want your ATT streaming services to start pulling from it, 
you're not going to move it. You're just going to change the rights on it. Now they can see it. They can 
pull it and start streaming it. 

Likewise, the same is true of distribution and propagation. If you're pushing something down a 
workflow right now, just pushing the effects chopped up to the supervisor for approval, that’s an action 
that needs to be taken by the artist when they're ready to push it for approval. Just because everything's 
in the cloud does not mean everybody gets to see it all the time. 

So you're still in control of your files and when you're ready for them to be shared; you don't 
have to send them anymore because they're already there. What you're sending is the link and 
commissions for the next person to pick up that file or do an approval on it or move it down the line. It's 
very important that we understand the way things will work today. We're not trying to say that directors 
see every piece of work in progress—that would be a disaster. With a permissions-based system, you're 
under control, so you push the rights down if the file hasn't moved. And no one has to wait for it to 
move, it's literally available right now and people can start working on it immediately.  

Don: Imagine a world where there's no waiting for stuff to move around. Do you remember buying a 
movie from iTunes and you've got to wait to download it. You're like, "Okay, I'm going to go HD." And 
you're like, "Oh, my God. It's going to take two hours. It's going to take forever to get here. I've got to 
start it before dinner so we can watch it after dinner." And now, it's in everyone's living room instantly. 
You're browsing around and—boom—it's on and it's HD quality. You know how often everyone waits in 
the production process for things to move around? Imagine if the waiting goes away completely how 
much time we can spend on outside stories. 

Mark: It is worth pointing out our industry is almost at capacity. Right? There is a limit to markets. There 
is a limit to the number of markets in the world where we can find artists that are qualified and ready to 
go. You can't just turn people on and throw another 500 people on the project; it takes time to build 
them.  

So almost any way we can cope with a continued expansion in our industry is to get more 
efficient. That's the whole purpose of this. We've got to take out the inefficiencies in the market so that 
people can get more done or get more done at a higher quality in the same amount of time. So yeah, 
removing the waits is the best way to get more work, frankly. 

SECURITY AND ACCESSIBILITY 

Mark: The vast challenges on cloud foundation were about archives. We don't need to get deep on it, 
but just remember, right now, that vast archives are largely inaccessible on the LTO tapes in a vault. If 
you need to get to them, you have to get a nasty guy who can find you the file and he goes off and three 
days later you get the file. 
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If the files are already in the cloud, the way we perceive archives in the future is actually a change in 
policy to make something archived. It may move to a slower, less available tier but it doesn't make it not 
available anymore. Especially with proxies, they should always be available. So if you ever need to go 
back to a previous cycle, it's very easy to find the original files, scan to a library, and start pulling stuff 
out again.  

Next, the topic of archival usability is actually a big issue. Just because you can find the file 
doesn't mean you can open it anymore. All files, especially in the big tech world, are created with 
proprietary software. With a lot of that stuff, you may be able to open a version that's five years old, but 
can you open a version that's 10 years old? In 50 years, are we going to be able to open minor files and 
allow people to open, let alone edit it? How are we going to make those digital assets as available as the 
physical assets that we used on our set that are in a museum? This goes beyond our industry, but leads 
to another sort of flip side of the cloud, or it's completely separate? 

 

Don: Some Shotgun clients tell us stories about how they make a lot of assets and they'd like to reuse 
them, but sometimes they can't find them. Like the final scene in The Raiders of the Lost Ark, where it's 
in the museum, it's in a box—you just don't know where it is. So it just becomes faster to rebuild it, 
which is a total waste. But even if you can find it, the ability to really use things when we need them. 
And then, we need to be able to reuse them. And to make sure that assets continue to be reusable, 
viewable, and usable into the future will probably need to be solved by storing whole environments and 
tools, or constant care and using either standards or continuing to upgrade. 

Mark: As you can see, everything’s related to the basics of getting media in the cloud. The original 
perception of the cloud was that it was inherently an insecure and scary place, but the federal 
government has done a pretty good job of breaking that down. Most of our health data is now in a cloud 
and the military is using the cloud, so I think we’ve gotten over some of those issues. And now, we've 
got to deal with how you would design security for a cloud future as opposed to moving everything from 
one post house to the affects sender to a studio facility? That requires a whole different view on all the 
security. 

We're talking about a 2030 vision, right? And we're only in 2020. We’re not saying, tomorrow, 
“We're doing everything in the cloud from now on." You can't throw everything in; you're still going to 
have to get through the issues of security. You're going to have to get it approved. You're going to have 
to get your implementation approved. But the key is the cloud, if correctly secured, is going to be 
secure. 

There are two pieces to the security issue: First we talk about a new approach to security 
addressing the fact that we are not necessarily worried about securing a parameter around a vendor 
now. That’s what TPN security is about right now. Is your location secure? We're going to put a firewall 
around the outside of it. Well, if the workflow is happening in the cloud, it doesn't matter whether your 
facility's secure. It matters about your cloud infrastructure, whether that's secure, and you're allowing 
people to securely come in and touch it. So we need to completely rethink how we do security. 
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In December of 2019 we published a second paper, Securing the 2030 Vision, that covers just 

the security question. That's ongoing work—how exactly you architect it is something we're still working 
through, but we do have thoughts about it and we’re taking an entirely new approach.  

 

PIPELINE AND WORKFLOW 

 

Don: The clients we work for, they invest a lot in their pipeline, so it’s all about workflows. They're all 
thinking about refactoring and moving it to the cloud. And they're often moving individual pieces of it 
and headed on that journey. So everything moves to the cloud, including workflows and applications. 
Are you suggesting that there's potentially a centralized pipeline and workflow that the vendors would 
adopt? 

Mark: Yes. But it’s not about a single pipeline. That would be disastrous if we tried to rubber stamp the 
workflow. But we work very hard to come up with systems of manual workflow design. This is all about 
how do you let people keep innovating.  

You can have a workflow that's a snowflake, but underneath it you'll be still running on the same 
infrastructures as everybody else. But how do we actually make that efficiently? They're all doing 
workflows. Go innovate and be unique, but do it in a really cost efficient way where you're not having to 
worry How do I run across multiple clouds? How do I implement the security stack? From Movielabs’ 
point of view, we're going to try to help you with those questions so you can just worry about how do I 
innovate and how do I do things cheaper?  

Next is the flip side of that: pushing files down to a person. You've got to know who that person 
is exactly. Right? This is Don. He is working on this project and he has read rights or edit rights to this 
particular piece of media. For us to do that, we need to know that you really are the right Don and 
you're not some parrot in China somewhere. For that, we need some sort of centralized permissions to 
be able to identify talent and that's tricky.  

In that case, talent could be a person within a VFX shop; it could be an independent artist or a 
cinematographer or it could be an editor. And it could be anywhere in the world. We need to try to get a 
handle on who people are in the industry and what rights and permissions they have for any specific 
media anywhere in that file set. Similarly, we're not telling people how it's going to be done. We're just 
saying that's what we need to try to figure out an industry-wide ID system to be able to do this 
permission system in the cloud.  

Don: Right now, a lot of our clients manage their own employees and their security and they have 
everything on lockdown, but if that employee leaves, they go elsewhere on their own without any 
industry identity. You're suggesting that there could be a centralized industry identity where every 
human has a unique identity, their own history, they're current projects, and potentially their own level 
of access to individual projects. 
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Mark: Yes, you could think of this ID as a resume. Of course people leave companies all the time, but 
they shouldn’t leave with access to the media and it should be simple to turn off those permissions. 

On the other side of that. A lot of people work as independent contractors on multiple projects 
for multiple studios and multiple production companies. It should be very clear which assets they have 
access to when they log into the system. Individuals should be able to pull the assets that are 
appropriate for each project based on that control of that right system. And long into another project, 
they get to see a whole different sway of assets. And the studios are setting up which people have the 
ability to copy what asset pulled from one to another and then get it up, too. Yes, these are all the things 
we're thinking through as we build use cases. 

Mark: Quickly, let’s jump to the notion of linking everything in the cloud. Right now we've got whole 
bunches of files that are sometimes hard to find. Some of them have connections, but those are not very 
literal. You've got a plate and an excess information that came out from the camera but we need to find 
somewhere to link to that data because metadata that's really important and useful. And there are 
attachments as well. We want to be able to have all three of those things pulled through the pipelines 
simultaneously. 

Then you've got other linkages that are not so literal. You've got your Spiderman script. Well, 
Spiderman could refer to the actor who's playing him but it could also refer to the CG model. It could 
refer to character costume. We want to try and find a way of linking assets, digital and physical, as they 
run through pipelines. So it is really easy to see what is related to what, and if I move one and delete 
one, there's a ripple effect that can be shared to a production. So someone updates a plate and it should 
push to everyone all the way through and it’s clear what has changed all the way down the line.  

Don: Our clients build asset-management and dependency-management systems and even then, they 
have trouble. Sometimes there are moments where they lose track of history within their own pipelines. 
Trying to organize that across multiple pipelines is interesting. I'm realizing now there's a theme here. 
It's taking what some studio vendors are doing internally—identity management, security around the 
pipeline workflow, dependency management—and attempting to see if we can build essentially a 
network of networks or centralized system for some of these. And this will require collaboration and 
alignment across the entire industry. 

Mark: Right. That's why we're having these conversations, because we are not going to try and prescribe 
that. This is not the studios telling everybody how it's going to be done. It's an industry dialogue about 
how we achieve that together. Because it takes a village to make a movie or TV show, right? We need 
everybody involved. We need everybody to bring their best ideas. We can now start building very 
dynamic workflows with GPing and real-time renderings. But let's now unlock the innovation that you've 
got in other productivity markets like Slack and Teams for our industry.  

 

Don: That is absolutely possible. We've been spending time studying thousands of pipelines through our 
clients and we've started to notice patterns. Our internal view is that it's not about a pipeline in a box. 
It's about a box of pipeline pieces and workflows that people can use and piece together built on best 
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practices and standards that are examples of implementation references that people can get in and 
customize. This would help new studios quickly spin up secure pipelines that just work. But also, it would 
help with IO between studios as they send work back and forth. We're really interested to see and be a 
part of this. 

Ten years or 20 years ago there was less interest in studios working together. It was more 
competitive and pipeline building was the secret sauce. Now we see all studios open sourcing different 
data standards and wanting to collaborate. They're looking to push for the right amount of standards to 
remove some of the friction from the industry. So it feels like time is now. Just like you got the studios 
together, we need to get the vendors together and begin pushing in direction for the right amount of 
standards in the right places. 

Mark: If everybody's doing the same basic security work and we've got people writing APIs to the other 
in cloud storage, these are industry-wide problems and that is the solution. If we just solve all that, we 
could free people up to worry about innovation that actually makes a difference to the plan and makes 
them better, faster, cheaper. Our industry needs to stop fumbling around under the hood. 

To summarize: First we talk about real-time iteration everywhere through the pipeline—on set, 
it's a collaborative space where a lot of the things you used to get done in post are now happening even 
before you green light it. 

Then revisiting the entire movie, even the shots that are not visual effects shots, so when you do 
get on set, you know exactly where you're going to set the lights and where the camera's going to be 
and where it's going to track. At that point what you need to do is manage performance and not be 
iterating around. Instead of, "Oh, well. The sun just moved so now we're going to have to move some of 
the lights and stuff." You’ll know all that stuff in advance. It's going to be much more efficient than the 
actual shooting. 

Essentially you’re moving the effects vendors from the end of the pipeline to the very beginning. 
This completely changes budgeting and the green-light approach. And then when you're on set, you're in 
this world where you've got visual effects out on set with the actors via headsets or AI headsets. At that 
point, everybody can look around and see the virtual set in the background, the shadow, the lighting. 
And if you move the physical light, you're going to see what happens to a digital object or a digital 
character in realtime on the set. 

This is not speculation of what it might be, it’s an actual version of what it'll look like when it’s 
finished.  Instead of the effects team trying to measure everything and slow everything down in post, 
they become these magicians that transport everybody into these incredible environments and they are 
a key part of the storytelling process. This is going to completely change filmmaking and take the 
guesswork out. The next 10 years are going to be more change than we've had in the last. 
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